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Each blog post tells a unique tale,
showcasing the diverse journeys
of our graduates post-campus life.
We've selected two to share:  

My fondest memory of Pécs,
by Rawan Hamed
Alumni Gathering in
Istanbul, by Seda Demirezen

This edition features exciting
updates, including engaging
subsections showcasing alumni
experiences. From thought-
provoking blogs to captivating
mini-interviews, explore the
diverse paths our graduates have
taken—a window into extraordinary
lives shaped by the University of
Pécs. We hope you enjoy these
additions, and if you'd like your
stories to be featured in future
newsletters, feel free to reach out to
us.

https://alumni.pte.hu/en

WHAT’S NEW?

Greetings from your alma mater! We trust this message finds you well, wherever
in the world you may be. In the spirit of fostering connections and keeping our
global family close, we are thrilled to unveil a fresh format for our alumni
newsletter. 

Better to be a student in Pécs than
Paris! 

  
Interior design students honored at
Las Vegas architecture competition 

The UP team at the first
international anatomy competition 

Dear University of Pécs Alumnus,

https://international.pte.hu/blog/zsolnay-light-festival-my-fondest-memory-pecs
https://international.pte.hu/blog/alumni-gathering-istanbul-and-more
https://international.pte.hu/blog/alumni-gathering-istanbul-and-more
https://international.pte.hu/news/better-be-student-pecs-paris
https://international.pte.hu/news/better-be-student-pecs-paris
https://english.mik.pte.hu/news/interior-design-students-honored-at-las-vegas-architecture-competition
https://english.mik.pte.hu/news/interior-design-students-honored-at-las-vegas-architecture-competition
https://univpecs.com/international/team_won_silver_medal_first_international_anatomy_competition
https://univpecs.com/international/team_won_silver_medal_first_international_anatomy_competition


INTERVIEWS 

OTHER NEWS

The application for the Stipendium
Hungaricum Scholarship for the
2024/25 academic year is now OPEN.
Please make sure to spread the news
among your family, friends, and
anyone who might be interested. The
application is free and completely
online. For more information, visit the
application website.  

Our impactful mini-interviews,
provide a snapshot of our former
students' extraordinary post-Pécs
journeys and highlighting the diverse
paths they've pursued.

Pécs Diaries: Jakarta Alumni
Edition.  
Pécs Diaries: All the way from
Kyrgyzstan.

MEET US ABROAD

As the spring season approaches,
we are thrilled to announce a
series of exciting international
fairs and events for student
recruitment. During these travels,
we’d like to connect with the local
alumni. These gatherings provide
a unique opportunity to
reconnect with fellow graduates,
explore new opportunities, and
celebrate the diverse
achievements of our global
network. 

Please find the list of locations
and the sign up form to indicate
interest at the link below. 

Find out more! 

EVENTS 
Save the Date
Medical School Alumni Reunion Weekend
20-22 September 2024
Alumni Reunion Weekend

https://apply.stipendiumhungaricum.hu/institutions/institution/114-university-pecs
https://international.pte.hu/blog/pecs-diaries-jakarta-alumni-edition
https://international.pte.hu/blog/pecs-diaries-jakarta-alumni-edition
https://international.pte.hu/blog/pecs-diaries-all-way-kyrgyzstan
https://international.pte.hu/blog/pecs-diaries-all-way-kyrgyzstan
https://alumni.pte.hu/en/reunion

